When the Going gets Tough, the Tough Stand Up!
What is an upstander?

An upstander steps up to take action when others don’t!
Let's learn about some **UPSTANDERS**!

First up...Wesley Autrey! Watch the video link below to learn about when Wesley stood up while others stood by...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9JcX2X7XnM
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Wesley Autrey: “I’m not a hero. I just did what anyone would do.”
Let's take a look at one more Upstander...

This is George Hofstetter, a 17-year-old that coded an app called Copstop that mediates interactions between cops and people of color.


“I invite each and every one of you to help me change the world!”
Upstanders face **conflict** every day!

Ask yourself...
When's the last time you faced conflict in your life?
How did you handle it?
An Upstander faces conflict head on by using...

- Courage!
- Responsibility!
- Respect!
- Empathy!